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Think Twitter is just a waste of time? Think
again. Its organizational structure makes it an
effective tool for connecting with students and
others online.
On Feb. 10th 2011, the world was transfixed on the
protests raging in Egypt. We all watched as thousands
gathered in Tahir square, where they had been
for the past several weeks, to listen to a speech by
President Hosni Mubarak. Many figured this would
be his resignation speech. Instead, it offered the
citizens of Egypt very little in the way of change,
even if it was being presented as something positive.
For outsiders looking in, it seemed that the situation
would only get worse.
What Mubarak might not have known is that while
he was trying to maintain his iron grip on power,
thousands of Egyptians were tweeting about their
frustration with the dictator. Eventually, the people
on the street, armed with nothing more than a cell
phone and a free social media site, changed the
course of history. If you are a middle or high school
social studies teacher, and you wanted to provide
your students with a close-up view of the events
unfolding in Egypt, you could turn to a traditional
news service. Or, you could follow the hashtag
#Egypt on Twitter and tap into the real-time pulse of
unfolding events by people on the streets of Cairo.

Web tools like Diigo. In this final part to the series,
we will demonstrate how tools like Twitter can
allow a researcher to share what is learned with
the world, tap the knowledge of others to help make
even stronger connections with the material, and
even provide students with real-world problems at a
moment’s notice.
At first glance, Twitter doesn’t appear to hold much
value. Who cares about Justin Bieber’s haircuts!
In fact, we both saw it as a waste and quit using it
two or three times until we truly understood the
organizational structure of information within this
tool. Learning how to filter through tweets, organized
using hashtags, will bring clarity and meaning to
Twitter and will get you past the mosh pit of random
thoughts and lackluster chitchat.
A hashtag is nothing more than a word or phrase
(with no spaces) that is preceded by a # symbol.
Examples include #edchat, #london2012, and
#youthvote. Simply type a hashtag like one of these
into Twitter’s search box to immediately generate
results that are focused around the topic of your
choice. Tagging is a beautiful thing, and a tag is
something you can invent at any moment.

Through our previous articles, we have introduced
you to three pillars we believe are essential to be Web
literate. We have shown you how to use advanced
search techniques to raise the quality of information
found on the Web, and we have explained how
the information you find can be organized into a
comprehensive library of knowledge using powerful
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If you’re interested in a topic, but you don’t know
of a hashtag that will be helpful with your research,
simply do a search in Twitter using a keyword rather
than a hashtag. Then, scan the results to see what
hashtags people are using when they are discussing
that particular topic. For example, Brian did this
the evening of President Mubarak’s speech, and he
discovered that the two most popular hashtags being
used at that time were #Egypt and #Jan25. By looking
through the resources he found, he was able to see
what the world was saying about this event. But then,
Brian took it a step further. He began a new Twitter
post and typed in:
I wonder if the people in #Egypt are buying this?
#Jan25
Upon posting, his message immediately gained a
global audience interested in this one topic. Within
minutes, he had a response back from a woman in
Cairo who confirmed his thinking: The Egyptians
weren’t buying it at all! They chatted for a while, and
at the conclusion of their conversation, he asked if
she would be willing to Skype into a class of middle
school students and teachers with whom he was
working the next day. She agreed, and the students
were able to ask her questions about what they had
seen on television the evening before, about life in
Egypt, and about her hopes for Egypt’s future. It was
a powerful moment for everyone involved.
Reflecting back on this series of events, we have
learned to appreciate the power of a social media
tool such as Twitter to provide information and
global communication. The role and knowledge
of the educator is more important than ever in

the classroom. Our recommendation is to print this
list and hang it in the classroom near a classroom
computer. With a classroom account (under a
teacher’s login and password), anyone in the class
can tweet out questions requesting resources or
sharing the learning that is taking place in that class.
The appropriate hashtags should accompany each
message. These messages might look like this:
Looking for global classrooms that can record their
local water data to share with us over the next 12
months. #scichat
We are looking to shake up professional development
in our district. What are some unique models you use.
#profdev
Our class is looking to collaborate with another
class to write and produce a PSA on #bullying and
#cybersafety.
In addition to using Twitter as a way to connect
globally, we’ve also seen examples of classrooms
using Twitter as a way to share learning
opportunities with others outside of the classroom.
For example, supplementary photo and video tools
provide the ability to share learning from anywhere
someone can access an Internet connection. This
could be in a classroom, it could be on a field trip,
or—as Jessica Caviness from Coppell High School
in Texas explained to us—it could even be from a
baseball game.

understanding how to use these tools to bring
authentic experiences to our students. Unfortunately,
many students do not see the educational value of a
tool they might be using every day.
Any school or classroom can begin using Twitter
as an important part of the learning process. To
help the beginners out, we’ve developed a list of
educational hashtags that can be used by teachers
and students who are looking to connect beyond
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Mrs. Caviness was a new Twitter user who had
attended a workshop of ours. Upon getting back to
school, she told her geometry students that she just
got a Twitter account. After jokingly welcoming her
to the 21st century, students immediately began
taking out their cell phones and following her. Then,
a few nights later at a Texas Rangers baseball game,
she was reminded of a problem from class a few
weeks earlier. She decided to tweet the following,
and within minutes, she had several replies from her
students.

Days later, at yet another game, Mrs. Caviness
decided to dig a bit deeper into students’ thinking.
She tweeted a new picture and asked students to
develop related problems.
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Again, students jumped on this opportunity
immediately. Before the game was over, she had
quite a collection of student created problems
including:

What Mrs. Caviness found most exciting was the fact
that students dropped everything they were doing
at home so that they could connect with her around
these short math blasts.
Now, Mrs. Caviness sees many applications for using
this tool to strengthen what students do at school
each day and to build a library of material that she
and her students can use in a flipped classroom
environment. We invite you to read more about her
class and their uses of Twitter. You might also choose
to follow Mrs. Caviness.
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We believe that there are three essential skills
represented by the stories in this article:
Teachers should have the skill set to build their own
personal learning networks to be global.
• Teachers should be able to leverage their PLN to
bring the challenge of authentic conversation to
their students.
• Teachers should be able to use social media to
connect their students to real-world problems.
• Like Mrs. Caviness, we believe that educators
should be powerful role models and provide
examples of how to use the most powerful
social media tools to expand the boundaries of
learning. Otherwise, our students may only end up
following #Bieberhair.
Let us know your thoughts.
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